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ROBUSTNESS TO INCORRECT MODELS AND ADAPTIVE LEARNING IN
AVERAGE-COST OPTIMAL STOCHASTIC CONTROL ∗
ALI DEVRAN KARA, MAXIM RAGINSKY, AND SERDAR YU¨KSEL †
Abstract. We study continuity properties of infinite-horizon average expected cost problems with respect to
(controlled) transition kernels, and applications of these results to the problem of robustness of control policies de-
signed for incorrect models applied to systems with incomplete models. We show that sufficient conditions presented
in the literature for discounted-cost problems are in general not sufficient to ensure robustness for average-cost prob-
lems. However, we show that the average optimal cost is continuous in the convergences of controlled transition
kernel models where convergence of models entails (i) continuous weak convergence in state and actions, and (ii)
continuous setwise convergence in the actions for every fixed state variable, in addition to uniform ergodicity and
regularity conditions. Using such continuity results, we establish that the mismatch error due to the application of a
control policy designed for an incorrectly estimated model to the true model decreases to zero as the incorrect model
approaches the true model under the stated convergence criteria. Our findings significantly relax related studies in
the literature which have primarily considered the more restrictive total variation convergence criteria. Applications
to the consistency problem of adaptive learning control and empirical learning are presented.
1. Introduction.
1.1. Preliminaries. The paper studies continuity and robustness properties of infinite-
horizon average cost problems with respect to transition probabilities. Continuity results are
used to establish robustness of optimal control policies applied to systems with incorrect
models. Before proceeding further with the problem formulation, we present the setup. Let
X ⊂ Rn be a Borel set in which the elements of a controlled Markov process {Xt, t ∈ Z+}
take values. Here and throughout the paper, Z+ denotes the set of non-negative integers and
N denotes the set of positive integers. Let U, the action space, be a Borel subset of some
Euclidean space. An admissible policy γ is a sequence of control functions {γt, t ∈ Z+},
such that γt is measurable on the σ-algebra generated by the information variables
It = {X[0,t], U[0,t−1]}, t ∈ N, I0 = {X0},
where
Ut = γt(It), t ∈ Z+, (1.1)
are the U-valued control actions. We define Γ to be the set of all such admissible policies.
The joint distribution of the state and control processes is determined by (1.1) and the
following relationship:
Pr
(
Xt ∈ B
∣∣∣∣ (X,U)[0,t−1] = (x, u)[0,t−1]
)
=
∫
B
T (dxt|xt−1, ut−1), B ∈ B(X), t ∈ N,
where T (·|x, u) is a stochastic kernel (that is, a regular conditional probability measure) from
X×U toX.
The objective of the controller is to minimize the infinite-horizon average expected cost
J∞(T , γ) = lim sup
N→∞
1
N
ET ,γx0
[
N−1∑
t=0
c(Xt, Ut)
]
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over the set of admissible policies γ ∈ Γ, where c : X × U → R is the stage-wise (Borel
measurable) cost function andET ,γx0 denotes the expectationwith initial state x0 and transition
kernel T under policy γ.
To denote the explicit dependence of the optimal cost in the transition kernel, we use the
notation
J∗∞(T ) = inf
γ∈Γ
J∞(T , γ).
The focus of the paper is to address the following problems:
Problem P1: Continuity of J∗∞(T ) (optimal cost for controlled setup) in transition ker-
nels. Suppose {Tn, n ∈ N} is a sequence of transition kernels converging in some sense to
T . When does Tn → T imply
J∗∞(Tn)→ J
∗
∞(T )?
Problem P2: Robustness of policies designed for incorrectly estimated models. Suppose
{Tn, n ∈ N} is a sequence of transition kernels converging in some sense to T . If we design
optimal policies γ∗n for the estimated model Tn and apply them to the real model T , when
does Tn → T imply
J∞(T , γ
∗
n)→ J
∗
∞(T )?
1.2. Literature Review and Contributions. Robustness is a desired property for the
optimal control of stochastic or deterministic systems when a given model does not reflect the
actual system perfectly, as is usually the case in practice. This is a classical problem, so there
is a very large literature on robust stochastic control and its application to learning-theoretic
methods; see e.g. [14, 7, 22, 23, 9, 8, 28, 1, 18, 29]. A rather comprehensive literature review
is presented in [17].
In [16, 17], we studied continuity and robustness properties of partially and fully ob-
served models under weak and total variation convergence of transition probabilities for
infinite-horizon optimal stochastic control under discounted-cost criteria. We showed that
the expected induced cost is robust under total variation in that it is continuous in the mis-
match of transition kernels under convergence in total variation for the discounted cost setup.
By imposing further assumptions on the measurement models and on the kernel itself, it was
shown that the optimal discounted cost can be made continuous under weak convergence of
transition kernels as well.
For the expected average-cost criteria, in this paper, we show that the sufficient conditions
presented in [16, 17] for the expected discounted cost criteria may not guarantee continuity
and robustness. This arises from the fact that the persistent errors between the transition
probabilities for time stages in the distant future still matter unlike the discounted-cost setup,
where such errors are discounted away.
A particularly relevant study which has investigated the robustness problem under the
expected average-cost criterion is [12] by Hernandez-Lerma: In [12, Chapter 3], a related
problem to what we study in this paper is considered: Assume the transition probabilities are
estimated through time, and at every time step t the estimate is updated to some Tt. Is it true
that, as the estimates through time get closer to the true model (as Tt → T ) we can establish
continuity and robustness?
Contributions. In view of the literature review reported above, in this paper we estab-
lish robustness and continuity results under much weaker conditions on the proximity and
convergence properties between incorrect models and a true model: we show that the av-
erage optimal cost is continuous in the convergences of controlled transition kernel models
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where convergences of models entail (i) continuous weak convergence in state and actions,
or (ii) continuous setwise convergence in the actions for every fixed state variable, in addi-
tion to ergodicity conditions. We show that the mismatch error due to the application of a
control policy designed for an incorrectly estimated model to the true model decreases to
zero as the incorrect model approaches the true model under the stated convergence criteria
(Theorem 6, Theorem 7 and Theorem 8). In particular, compared to the results in [12] by
Hernandez-Lerma, where a uniform total variation convergence over state and control action
variables of the transition kernels is provided as a sufficient condition, we show that the uni-
form convergence on the state variable may be relaxed under the total variation convergence,
and more importantly, we establish continuity and robustness under weak convergence and
setwise convergences of the transition kernels which are typically much more relaxed notions
of convergence than the total variation convergence as we discuss further in Section 2. As
noted above, for the expected average-cost criteria, the conditions presented in [16, 17] for
the expected discounted cost criteria do not guarantee continuity and robustness, and new
techniques are needed to investigate the average-cost setup, which this paper presents.
2. Some Examples and Convergence Criteria for Transition Kernels.
2.1. Convergence criteria for transition kernels. Before presenting convergence cri-
teria for controlled transition kernels, we first review convergence of probability measures.
Three important notions of convergences for sets of probability measures to be studied in the
paper are weak convergence, setwise convergence and convergence under total variation. For
N ∈ N, a sequence {µn, n ∈ N} in P(R
N ) is said to converge to µ ∈ P(RN) weakly if∫
RN
c(x)µn(dx) →
∫
RN
c(x)µ(dx) (2.1)
for every continuous and bounded c : RN → R. {µn} is said to converge setwise to µ ∈
P(RN ) if (2.1) holds for all measurable and bounded c : RN → R.
For probability measures µ, ν ∈ P(RN ), the total variation metric is given by
‖µ− ν‖TV = sup
f :‖f‖∞≤1
∣∣∣∣
∫
f(x)µ(dx) −
∫
f(x)ν(dx)
∣∣∣∣ ,
where the supremum is taken over all measurable real-valued f , such that ‖f‖∞ =
supx∈RN |f(x)| ≤ 1. A sequence {µn} is said to converge in total variation to µ ∈ P(R
N ) if
‖µn − µ‖TV → 0. Total variation defines a stringent metric for convergence; for example, a
sequence of discrete probability measures does not converge in total variation to a probability
measure which admits a density function. Setwise convergence, though, induces a topology
on the space of probability measures which is not metrizable [10, p. 59]. However, the space
of probability measures on a complete, separable, metric (Polish) space endowed with the
topology of weak convergence is itself complete, separable and metric [21]. Building on the
above, we introduce the following convergence notions for (controlled) transition kernels.
DEFINITION 1. For a sequence of transition kernels {Tn, n ∈ N}, we say that
1. Tn → T weakly if Tn(·|x, u)→ T (·|x, u) weakly, for all x ∈ X and u ∈ U.
2. Tn → T setwise if Tn(·|x, u)→ T (·|x, u) setwise, for all x ∈ X and u ∈ U.
3. Tn → T under the total variation distance if Tn(·|x, u) → T (·|x, u) under total
variation, for all x ∈ X and u ∈ U.
We also note here that relative entropy convergence, through Pinsker’s inequality [11,
Lemma 5.2.8], is stronger than even total variation convergence which has also been studied
in robust stochastic control as reviewed earlier. Another metric for probability measures is
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the Wasserstein distance: For compact spaces, the Wasserstein distance of order 1, denoted
by W1, metrizes the weak topology (see [32, Theorem 6.9]). For non-compact spaces con-
vergence in the W1 metric implies weak convergence (in particular this metric bounds from
above the Bounded-Lipschitz metric [32, p.109]). Considering these relations, our results
in this paper can be directly generalized to the relative entropy distance or the Wasserstein
metric.
2.2. Examples. In the following we give some examples to show what these conver-
gence types mean in terms of the functional representation of the dynamics. The examples
are taken from [17] and presented here for completeness. For a more detailed discussion on
the examples, the reader can refer to [17, Section 2.2].
Let a controlled model be given as
xt+1 = F (xt, ut, wt),
where {wt} is an i.i.d. noise process. The uncertainty on the transition kernel for such a
system may arise from lack of information on F or the i.i.d. noise process wt or both:
(i) Let {Fn} denote an approximating sequence for F , so that Fn(x, u, w) →
F (x, u, w) pointwise. Assume that the probability measure of the noise is known.
Then, the corresponding kernels Tn converge weakly to T : If we denote the proba-
bility measure ofw with µ, for any g ∈ Cb(X), whereCb(X) denotes the continuous
and bounded functions on X, and for any (x0, u0) ∈ X × U using the dominated
convergence theorem we have
lim
n→∞
∫
g(x1)Tn(dx1|x0, u0)
= lim
n→∞
∫
g(Fn(x0, u0, w))µ(dw)
=
∫
g(F (x0, u0, w))µ(dw) =
∫
g(x1)T (dx1|x0, u0).
(ii) Much of the robust control literature deals with deterministic systems, where
the actual model is a deterministic perturbation of the nominal model (see e.g.
[33, 26]). The considered model is in the following form; F˜ (xt, ut) = F (xt, ut) +
∆F (xt, ut), where F represents the nominal model and ∆F is the model uncer-
tainty satisfying some norm bounds. For such deterministic systems, pointwise con-
vergence of F˜ to the nominal modelF , i.e. ∆F (xt, ut)→ 0, can be viewed as weak
convergence for deterministic systems by the discussion in (i). It is evident, how-
ever, that total variation convergence would be too strong for such a convergence
criterion, since δF˜ (xt,ut) → δF (xt,ut) weakly but ‖δF˜ (xt,ut)− δF (xt,ut)‖TV = 2 for
all ∆F (xt, ut) > 0.
(iii) Let F (xt, ut, wt) = f(xt, ut) + wt be such that the function f is known and the
probability law µ of wt is misspecified, such that an incorrect model µn is assumed.
If µn → µ weakly, setwise or in total variation, then the corresponding transition
kernels Tn converges in the same sense to T . Observe the following,∫
g(x1)Tn(dx1|x0, u0)−
∫
g(x1)T (dx1|x0, u0)
=
∫
g(w0 + f(x0, u0))µn(dw0)−
∫
g(w0 + f(x0, u0))µ(dw0). (2.2)
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a. Suppose µn → µ weakly. If g is a continuous and bounded function then
g(·+f(x0, u0)) is a continuous and bounded function for all (x0, u0) ∈ X×U.
Thus, (2.2) goes to 0. Note that f does not need to be continuous.
b. Suppose µn → µ setwise. If g is a measurable and bounded function, then
g(·+ f(x0, u0)) is measurable and bounded for all (x0, u0) ∈ X ×U. Thus,
(2.2) goes to 0.
c. Finally, assume µn → µ in total variation. If g is bounded, (2.2) converges to
0, as in item (b). A special case for this would be the following: Assume µn
and µ admit densities hn and h respectively, then the pointwise convergence
of hn to h implies the convergence of µn to µ in total variation by Scheffe’s
Theorem [2].
(v) Suppose now neither F nor the probability model of wt is known perfectly. It is
assumed that wt admits a measure µn and µn → µ weakly. For the function F we
again have an approximating sequence {Fn}. If Fn(x, u, wn) → F (x, u, w) for all
(x, u) ∈ X × U and for any wn → w, then the transition kernel Tn corresponding
to the model Fn converges weakly to the one of F , T : For any g ∈ Cb(X),
lim
n→∞
∫
g(x1)Tn(dx1|x0, u0) = lim
n→∞
∫
g(Fn(x0, u0, w))µn(dw)
=
∫
g(F (x0, u0, w))µ(dw) =
∫
g(x1)T (dx1|x0, u0).
In the analysis above we used a generalized dominated convergence result, Lemma
3, to be presented later building on [19, Theorem 3.5] and [27, Theorem 3.5].
(vi) Suppose that F (x, u, ·) :W → X is invertible for all fixed (x, u) and F (x, u, w) is
continuous and bounded on X ×U ×W. We construct the empirical measures for
the noise processwt such that for every (fixed) Borel B ⊂W, and for every n ∈ N,
the empirical occupation measures are
µn(B) =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
1{F−1xi−1,ui−1 (xi)∈B}
where F−1xi−1,ui−1(xi) denotes the inverse of F (xi−1, ui−1, w) : W → X for given
(xi−1, ui−1). Using the noise measurements, we construct the empirical transition
kernel estimates for any (x0, u0) and Borel B as
Tn(B|x0, u0) = µn(F
−1
x0,u0
(B)).
We have µn → µ weakly with probability one ([5], Theorem 11.4.1). This also
implies that the transition kernels are such that Tn(·|xn, un) → T (·|x, u) weakly
for any (xn, un)→ (x, u). To see that observe the following for h ∈ Cb(X),∫
h(x1)Tn(dx1|xn, un)−
∫
h(x1)T (dx1|x, u)
=
∫
h(f(xn, un, w))µn(dw)−
∫
h(f(x, u, w))µ(dw) → 0.
For the last step, we used that µn → µ weakly and h(f(xn, un, w)) continuously
converge to h(f(x, u, w)) i.e. h(f(xn, un, wn))→ h(f(x, u, w) for some wn → w
since f and h are continuous functions.
3. Continuity under Convergence of Transition Kernels.
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3.1. Some differences with the infinite horizon discounted problem. In [17], we
studied continuity of infinite horizon discounted cost problem under the convergence of tran-
sition kernels. In the following, we first show that the sufficient conditions presented in [17]
to guarantee the continuity may not be sufficient for the infinite horizon average cost setup.
Let the infinite horizon discounted cost under a policy γ and the optimal cost be defined
by
Jβ(T , γ) := E
T ,γ
P
[
∞∑
t=0
βtc(Xt, Ut)
]
J∗β(T ) := inf
γ∈Γ
Jβ(T , γ).
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions to guarantee the continuity of optimal
discounted cost function under weak convergence of transition kernels.
THEOREM 1. [17, Theorem 5.2] Assume the following assumptions hold:
(i) Tn(·|xn, un) → T (·|x, u) weakly for every x ∈ X and u ∈ U and (xn, un) →
(x, u),
(ii) T (·|x, u) is weakly continuous in (x, u),
(iii) The cost function c(x, u) is continuous and bounded inX×U,
(iv) The action spaceU is compact.
Then Jβ(Tn, γ
∗
n)→ Jβ(T , γ
∗), for any initial state x0, as n→∞.
In the following, we show that these conditions in Theorem 1 may not be sufficient for
continuity for average cost problems. The following example shows that even for a control-
free setup even if the assumptions of the above theorem hold, infinite horizon average cost
function is not continuous. This example also covers the controlled case via using trivial
control.
EXAMPLE 1. Assume that x0 = 0 and the transition kernels are given by
T (·|x) = δx(·), Tn(·|x) = δx+ 1
n
(·).
The cost function is given as
c(x) =
{
|x| if |x| ≤ 1,
1 if |x| > 1.
Notice that Tn(·|xn)→ T (·|x) weakly for any xn → x and T (·|x) is weakly continuous.
It is easy to see that the cost for T is 0 as the state always stays at 0 that is J∞(T ) = 0.
The cost for Tn can be calculated as follows:
J∞(Tn) = lim
N→∞
1
N
( n∑
k=0
k
n
+
N∑
k=n+1
1
)
= lim
N→∞
1
N
(
n+ 1
2
+N − n− 1
)
= 1 6= 0.
⋄
3.2. Ergodicity properties of controlled Markov chains. For the average cost prob-
lems, as we will see later in this section, ergodicity properties of the state process play an
important role for continuity and robustness. In the following result from [13], we summa-
rize some of these ergodicity properties and provide some relations between them.
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In the following we will denote the set of all stationary policies by Γs . For the tran-
sitions under some stationary policy γ, we will use the following notation: T (·|x, γ) :=
T (·|x, γ(x)).
We also define the t-step transition kernel T t(·|x, γ) in an iterative fashion as follows:
T t(·|x, γ) :=
∫
T (·|xt−1, γ)T
t−1(dxt−1|x, γ),
where T 1(·|x, γ) = T (·|x, γ).
We will use the following ergodicity condition for our results.
ASSUMPTION 1. For every stationary policy γ, the transition kernels T and Tn lead to
positive Harris recurrent chains and in particular admit invariant measures πγ and π
n
γ , and
for these invariant measures uniformly for every initial point x ∈ X we have:
lim
t→∞
sup
γ∈Γs
‖T t(·|x, γ)− πγ(·)‖TV = 0
lim
t→∞
sup
n
sup
γ∈Γs
‖T tn(·|x, γ)− π
n
γ (·)‖TV = 0.
For the results on this paper, we will make use of Assumption 1. However, using the
following theorem, alternative conditions can also be used.
THEOREM 2. [13, Theorem 3.2] Consider the following conditions:
a. There exists a state x∗ ∈ X and a number β > 0 such that
T ({x∗}|x, γ) ≥ β, for all x ∈ X, γ ∈ Γs.
b. There exists a positive integer t and a non-trivial measure µ onX such that
T t(·|x, γ) ≥ µ(·) for all x ∈ X, γ ∈ Γs.
c. For each γ ∈ Γs, the transition kernel T (dy|x, γ) has a density p(y|x, γ) with
respect to a sigma-finite measure m on X, and there exist ǫ > 0 and C ∈ B(X)
such thatm(C) > 0 and
p(y|x, γ) ≥ ǫ for all y ∈ C, x ∈ X, γ ∈ Γs.
d. For each γ ∈ Γs, T (dy|x, γ) has a density p(y|x, γ) with respect to a sigma-finite
measure m on X, and p(y|x, γ) ≥ p0(y) for all x, y ∈ X, γ ∈ Γs, where p0 is a
non-negative measurable function with
∫
p0(y)m(dy) > 0.
e. There exists a positive integer t and a measure µ onX such that
µ(X) < 2 and T t(·|x, γ) ≤ µ(·) for all x ∈ X, γ ∈ Γs.
f. There exists a positive integer t and a positive number β < 1 such that
‖T t(·|x, γ)− T t(·|x′, γ)‖TV ≤ 2β for all x, x
′ ∈ X, γ ∈ Γs.
g. There exists a positive integer t and a positive number β for which the following
holds: For each γ ∈ Γs, there is a probability measure µγ onX such that
T t(·|x, γ) ≥ βµγ(·) for all x ∈ X.
h. There exist positive numbers c and β, with β < 1, for which the following holds:
For each γ ∈ Γs, there is a probability measure pγ onX such that
‖T t(·|x, γ)− pγ(·)‖TV ≤ cβ
t for all x ∈ X, t ∈ N.
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i. The state process is uniformly ergodic such that limt→∞ ‖T
t(·|x, γ)−pγ(·)‖TV = 0
uniformly in x ∈ X and γ ∈ Γs.
The conditions above are related as follows:
a→ b
e→ f
c→ d→ b→ f ↔ g ↔ h↔ i.
⋄
REMARK 1. Notice that condition (i) is the same as Assumption 1, thus one can make
use of different assumptions through the relations provided in Theorem 2.
3.3. Optimality of stationary policies. For our continuity and robustness results, it will
be instrumental to work with stationary policies. This will be without any loss under mild
conditions to be presented in this subsection.
An approach for average cost problems is to make use of average cost optimality equa-
tion (ACOE). To work with ACOE one usually needs contraction properties of the transition
kernel. The following result provides further alternative sufficient conditions on existence of
optimal policies (which turn out to be stationary) for infinite horizon average cost problems.
ASSUMPTION 2.
(A) The condition f in Theorem 2 (or any other suitable condition among a-i) holds,
(B) The action spaceU is compact,
(C) c(x, u) is bounded and continuous in (x, u),
(C’) c(x, u) is bounded and continuous in u for every fixed x,
(D) T (·|x, u) is weakly continuous in (x, u),
(D’) T (·|x, u) is setwise continuous in u for every x.
THEOREM 3. [12, Corollary 3.6] Suppose Assumption 2 A, B, and, either C and D, or
C’ and D’, hold. Then J∞(T , γ) admits an optimal stationary policy. ⋄
For the rest of the paper, we will assume that the optimal policies can be selected from
those which are stationary with suitable assumptions and we will denote the family of sta-
tionary polices by Γ.
3.4. Approximation of infinite horizon cost by finite horizon cost. We denote the
t-step finite horizon cost function under a stationary policy γ and a transition model T by
Jt(T , γ) and the corresponding optimal cost is denoted by J
∗
t (T ), i.e.
Jt(T , γ) =
t−1∑
i=0
ETγ [c(Xi, Ui)]
J∗t (T ) = inf
γ∈Γ
Jt(T , γ).
The following result shows that the infinite horizon average cost induced by a stationary
policy can be approximated by a finite cost under the same stationary policies with proper
ergodicity conditions.
LEMMA 1. Under Assumption 1, if the cost function c is bounded then for every initial
state we have
sup
γ∈Γ
∣∣∣∣Jt(T , γ)t − J∞(T , γ)
∣∣∣∣→ 0,
sup
γ∈Γ
sup
n
∣∣∣∣Jt(Tn, γ)t − J∞(Tn, γ)
∣∣∣∣→ 0.
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Proof. Under the assumption, we have that
J∞(T , γ) =
∫
c(x, γ(x))πγ (dx).
Thus, we can write∣∣∣∣Jt(T , γ)t − J∞(T , γ)
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣1t
t−1∑
i=0
ETγ [c(Xi, Ui)]−
∫
c(x, γ(x))πγ(dx)
∣∣∣∣
≤
1
t
t−1∑
i=0
∣∣∣∣
∫
c(xi, γ(xi))T
i(dxi|x0, γ)−
∫
c(x, γ(x))πγ(dx)
∣∣∣∣
≤
1
t
t−1∑
i=0
‖c‖∞‖T
i(·|x0, γ)− π
γ‖TV .
We now fix an ǫ > 0 and choose a tǫ < ∞ such that ‖T
i(·|x0, γ) − π
γ‖TV < ǫ for all
i > tǫ. We also choose another Tǫ with
2tǫ
t
< ǫ for all t > Tǫ. With this setup, we have
1
t
t−1∑
i=0
‖T i(·|x0, γ)− π
γ‖TV
≤
1
t
tǫ−1∑
i=0
‖T iγ (·|x0)− π
γ‖TV +
1
t
t∑
i=tǫ
‖T iγ (·|x0)− π
γ‖TV
≤
2tǫ
t
+ ǫ ≤ 2ǫ, ∀t > Tǫ.
We have shown that for any fixed ǫ > 0, we can choose a Tǫ < ∞, independent of γ, such
that ∣∣∣∣Jt(T , γ)t − J∞(T , γ)
∣∣∣∣ < ǫ, ∀t > Tǫ.
Hence the result is complete for T .
For Tn the result follows from the same steps since we can again choose such tǫ and Tǫ
due to the uniformity over n and γ in Assumption 1.
The next result from [12, Corollary 4.11] shows that the optimal infinite horizon cost can
be approximated by an optimal finite horizon cost induced by the same transition kernel.
LEMMA 2. Suppose the cost function c is bounded and one of the following assumptions
holds.
• Assumption 2 A, B, C, D or A, B, C’, D’ (for T and Tn).
Then, we have
lim
t→∞
∣∣∣∣J∗∞(T )− J∗t (T )t
∣∣∣∣→ 0,
lim
t→∞
sup
n
∣∣∣∣J∗∞(Tn)− J∗t (Tn)t
∣∣∣∣→ 0.
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3.5. Continuity under the convergence of transition kernels. THEOREM 4. We have
that
|J∗∞(Tn)− J
∗
∞(T )| → 0
under
c1. Assumption 2 A, B, C and D if Tn(·|xn, un) → T (·|x, u) weakly for any
(xn, un)→ (x, u).
c2. Assumption 2 A, B, C′ andD′ if Tn(·|x, un) → T (·|x, u) setwise for any un → u
for every fixed x.
Proof. Proof. We use the following bound:
|J∗∞(Tn)− J
∗
∞(T )| ≤
∣∣∣∣J∗∞(Tn)− J∗t (Tn)t
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣J∗t (Tn)t − J
∗
t (T )
t
∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣J∗t (T )t − J∗∞(T )
∣∣∣∣ .
The first and the last terms above can be made arbitrarily small by choosing t large
enough uniformly over n using Lemma 2 under suitable assumptions. For the second term,
we can use continuity results for finite time problems for the fixed t as the assumptions cover
the requirements of ([17, Theorem 4.2] or [17, Section 5.3]).
REMARK 2. We note that any condition set provided for continuity of the optimal cost
function under setwise convergence of the transition kernels is also a sufficient set of condi-
tions for the continuity of the optimal cost function under total variation convergence of the
transition kernels.
4. Robustness to Incorrect Controlled Transition Kernel Models. In this section, we
investigate robustness for infinite horizon average cost problems. We first restate the problem:
Consider a MDP with transition kernel Tn, and assume that an optimal control policy for this
MDP under the average cost criterion is γ∗n, that is
inf
γ∈Γ
J∞(Tn, γ) = J∞(Tn, γ
∗
n).
Now, consider another MDP with transition kernel T whose the optimal cost denoted
by J∗∞(T ). The question we ask is the following: if the controller does not know the true
transition kernel T and calculates an optimal policy assuming the transition kernel is Tn, then
the incurred cost by this policy is
J∞(T , γ
∗
n).
The focus of this section is to find sufficient conditions such that as Tn → T , we have
J∞(T , γ
∗
n)→ J∞(T , γ
∗).
The first issue with this question is the following one: assume that the MDP with kernel
Tn admits two different optimal policies γ
1
n and γ
2
n. Although, the cost incurred by these
policies under the kernel Tn are the same, under the kernel T they may have different cost
values. That is, even though we have that
J∞(Tn, γ
1
n) = J∞(Tn, γ
2
n) = J
∗
∞(Tn),
we may have
J∞(T , γ
1
n) 6= J∞(T , γ
2
n).
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An example is as follows:
Consider a system with state space X = [−1, 1], control action space U = {−1, 0, 1},
the cost function c(x, u) = (x− u)2 and the transition models given as
Tn(·|x, u) =
1
2
δ1(·) +
1
2
δ−1(·)
T (·|x, u) = δ0(·)
Notice that two optimal policies for Tn are
γ1n(x) =


1 if x = 1,
−1 if x = −1,
0 else.
γ2n(x) =
{
1 if x ≥ 0,
−1 if x < 0.
However, if the initial point is x0 = 0, we have that J∞(T , γ
1
n) = 0 6= 1 = J∞(T , γ
2
n).
In what follows, we show that under total variation convergence of Tn → T , this issue
does not cause a problem so that we have J∞(T , γ
∗
n) → J∞(T , γ
∗) for any stationary opti-
mal policy γ∗n. However, under weak or convergence of the transition models, we establish
the same result under some particularly constructed optimal polices γ∗n, namely we focus on
the policies that solve the average cost optimality equation (ACOE).
4.1. Robustness under weak convergence of transition kernels.
The Average Cost Optimality Equation (ACOE). Now, we discuss the average cost
optimality equation, and we use it for analyzing robustness properties of MDPs under weak
convergence of the transition kernels.
Define the operator T : B(X) → B(X) where B(X) denotes the set of bounded and
measurable functions onX such that for v ∈ B(X)
Tv(x) := inf
u∈U
(
c(x, u) +
∫
X
v(y)T (dy|x, u)
)
. (4.1)
We define the span semi-norm of a function v ∈ B(X) by
sp(v) := sup
x
v(x) − inf
x
v(x).
One can show that the operator defined in (4.1) is a contraction in B(X) under the span-
norm with Assumption 1 or any suitable one from Assumption 2 [12, Lemma 3.5]. Hence,
according to the Banach fixed point theorem there exists a fixed point v∗ ∈ B(X) such that
sp(Tv∗ − v∗) = 0. By the definition of the span-norm, Tv∗(x) − v∗(x) = j∗ for a constant
j∗ for all x ∈ X. That is
j∗ + v∗(x) = inf
u∈U
(
c(x, u) +
∫
X
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u)
)
. (4.2)
This constant j∗ is the optimal infinite horizon average cost, and equation (4.2) is called the
average cost optimality equation (ACOE).
For the remainder of this section, we will sometimes use the notation J∞(T , γ, x) or
J∗∞(T , x) for the expected average cost or for the expected optimal cost when the process
starts from the initial state x in order to emphasize the initial state.
Now, we formalize these observations:
THEOREM 5. Suppose the cost function c is bounded. Under Assumption 1, there exists
a β < 1 such that the following holds:
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(i) sp
(
Tv−Tw
)
≤ β sp(u−w), for any v, w ∈ B(X) where T is the operator defined
in (4.1).
(ii) Since T is a contraction under the span norm, it admits a fixed point v∗ ∈ B(X)
such that
j∗ + v∗(x) = inf
u∈U
(
c(x, u) +
∫
X
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u)
)
,
for some constant j∗.
(iii) For any initial point x0 ∈ X, the constant j
∗ defined in (ii) is the optimal infinite
horizon average cost for the kernel T , that is
j∗ = J∗∞(T , x0) = inf
γ∈Γ
J∞(T , γ, x0)
for every x0 ∈ X.
(iv) If there exists a policy γ∗ ∈ Γ satisfying the ACOE, then this stationary policy is an
optimal policy for the average infinite horizon cost problem; that is, if γ∗ satisfies
j∗ + v∗(x) = c(x, γ∗(x)) +
∫
X
v∗(y)T (dy|x, γ∗(x)),
then J∞(T , γ
∗, x0) = J
∗
∞(T , x0).
We now state the main result of this section.
THEOREM 6. We have that
J∞(T , γ
∗
n, x)→ J
∗
∞(T , x)
for any x ∈ X, where γ∗n is the optimal policy for the transition kernel Tn that satisfies the
ACOE, under Assumption 2 A, B, C and D if Tn(·|xn, un) → T (·|x, u) weakly for any
(xn, un)→ (x, u).
Proof. Proof. Consider the following two ACOEs for the kernels Tn and T with their
fixed points v∗n and v
∗:
j∗n + v
∗
n(x) = inf
u∈U
[
c(x, u) +
∫
v∗n(y)Tn(dy|x, u)
]
(4.3)
j∗ + v∗(x) = inf
u∈U
[
c(x, u) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u)
]
(4.4)
In Appendix A, we establish the key result that, for all xn → x,
v∗n(xn)− v
∗(x)→ c (4.5)
for some constant c with |c| <∞.
Since U is compact, for every xn → x, γn(xn) has a convergent subsequence which
converges to say some u∗ ∈ U. If we take the limit along this subsequence for (4.3), using
the assumptions that Tn(·|xn, un) → T (·|x, u) weakly, the fact that limn→∞
(
v∗n(xn) −
v∗(x)
)
= c, and that j∗n → j
∗ (continuity results from Theorem 4) we get
lim
k
(
j∗nk + v
∗
nk
(xnk)
)
= lim
k
c(x, γ∗nk(xnk)) +
∫
v∗nk(y)Tnk(dy|xnk , γ
∗
nk
(xnk ))
= j∗ + v∗(x) + c = c(x, u∗) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u∗) + c.
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Therefore, u∗ satisfies the ACOE for the kernel T and thus, any convergent subsequence of
γ∗n(xn) is an optimal action for x for the kernel T .
Now consider the following operator Tˆn, for the kernel T and the policy γ
∗
n which is
optimal for Tn
Tˆnvˆn(x) = c(x, γ
∗
n(x)) +
∫
vˆn(y)T (dy|x, γ
∗
n(x)). (4.6)
One can show that this operator is also a contraction under span semi-norm and admits a fixed
point vˆ∗n, such that
jˆn + vˆ
∗
n(x) = c(x, γ
∗
n(x)) +
∫
vˆ∗n(y)T (dy|x, γ
∗
n(x))
where jˆn = J∞(T , γ
∗
n, x) for all x. Hence, we need to show that jˆn → j
∗ to complete the
proof. To show this, in Appendix B, we prove that
lim
n→∞
vˆ∗n(xn)− v
∗(x) = cˆ, (4.7)
for any xn → x for some constant cˆ <∞.
Now, assume that limn jˆn 6= j
∗ and that there exists a subsequence jˆnk and an ǫ > 0
such that |jˆnk − j
∗| > ǫ for every k. We will show that this cannot hold, by establishing the
existence of a further subsequence jˆnkl which converges to j
∗ in the following.
We first note that limn→∞ vˆ
∗
n(xn) − v
∗(x) = cˆ. Hence, [19, Theorem 3.5] (or [27,
Theorem 3.5]) yields that
∫
vˆ∗nkl
(y)T (dy|x, γ∗nkl
(x)) →
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u∗) + cˆ where cˆ
also satisfies
(
vˆ∗nkl
(x) − v∗(x)
)
→ cˆ.
Therefore, taking the limit along this subsequence, we get
lim
l→∞
jˆnkl
= lim
l→∞
c(x, γ∗nkl
(x)) +
∫
vˆ∗nkl
(y)T (dy|x, γ∗nkl
(x)) − vˆ∗nkl
(x)
= c(x, u∗) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u∗)− v∗(x) = j∗.
This contradicts to |jˆnk − j
∗| > ǫ, hence we conclude that jˆn → j
∗.
4.2. Robustness under setwise convergence of transition kernels. THEOREM 7. We
have that J∞(T , γ
∗
n, x) → J
∗
∞(T , x) for any x ∈ X, where γ
∗
n is the optimal policy for
the transition kernel Tn that satisfies the ACOE, under Assumption 2 A, B, C and D if
Tn(·|x, un)→ T (·|x, u) weakly for any un → u.
Proof. The proof follows the similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 6. Consider again
the following two ACOE for the kernels Tn and T with their fixed point v
∗
n and v
∗
j∗n + v
∗
n(x) = inf
u∈U
[
c(x, u) +
∫
v∗n(y)Tn(dy|x, u)
]
(4.8)
j∗ + v∗(x) = inf
u∈U
[
c(x, u) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u)
]
. (4.9)
With the same argument in Appendix A using [17, Theorem 4.8] one show that
v∗n(x) − v
∗(x)→ c
13
for some constant |c| <∞ for all x.
SinceU is compact, for every x, γn(x) has a convergent subsequence which converges to
say some u∗ ∈ U. If we take the limit along this subsequence for (4.8), using the assumptions
that Tn(·|x, un) → T (·|x, u) setwise, the fact that limn→∞
(
v∗n(x) − v
∗(x)
)
= c, and that
j∗n → j
∗ (continuity results from Theorem 4) we get
lim
k
j∗nk + v
∗
nk
(x)
= c(x, γ∗nk(x)) +
∫
v∗nk(y)Tnk(dy|x, γ
∗
nk
(x))
= j∗ + v∗(x) + c = c(x, u∗) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u∗) + c.
Therefore, u∗ satisfies the ACOE for the kernel T and thus, any convergent subsequence of
γ∗n(x) is an optimal action for x for the kernel T .
Now consider the operator Tˆn again,
Tˆnvˆn(x) = c(x, γ
∗
n(x)) +
∫
vˆn(y)T (dy|x, γ
∗
n(x)). (4.10)
We write
jˆn + vˆ
∗
n(x) = c(x, γ
∗
n(x)) +
∫
vˆ∗n(y)T (dy|x, γ
∗
n(x))
where jˆn = J∞(T , γ
∗
n, x) for all x. Hence, we need to show that jˆn → j
∗ to complete the
proof. By replicating the same arguments in Appendix B for setwise convergence and using
[25, Theorem 20] (setwise convergence with varying functions), one can prove that
lim
n→∞
vˆ∗n(x)− v
∗(x) = cˆ,
for any x for some constant cˆ <∞.
Now, assume that limn jˆn 6= j
∗ and that there exists a subsequence jˆnk and an ǫ > 0
such that |jˆnk − j
∗| > ǫ for every k. We first note that limn→∞ vˆ
∗
n(x) − v
∗(x) = cˆ. Hence,
[25, Theorem 20] yields that
∫
vˆ∗nkl
(y)T (dy|x, γ∗nkl
(x))→
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u∗)+ cˆ where cˆ
also satisfies
(
vˆ∗nkl
(x) − v∗(x)
)
→ cˆ.
Therefore, taking the limit along this subsequence, we get
lim
l→∞
jˆnkl
= lim
l→∞
c(x, γ∗nkl
(x)) +
∫
vˆ∗nkl
(y)T (dy|x, γ∗nkl
(x)) − vˆ∗nkl
(x)
= c(x, u∗) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u∗)− v∗(x) = j∗.
This contradicts to |jˆnk − j
∗| > ǫ, hence we conclude that jˆn → j
∗.
4.3. Robustness under total variation convergence of transition kernels. In this sec-
tion, we will show that for any stationary policy γ∗n that is optimal for Tn, as Tn → T in total
variation, we have J∞(T , γ
∗
n)→ J
∗
∞(T ) under proper conditions.
We note that, since setwise convergence is less stringent than total variation, it is not
surprising that we can establish robustness under total variation convergence of the kernels as
well. However, in the previous section, we showed convergence only when the policies were
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restricted to be among those which solves the ACOE for every point in the state space; in the
analysis below, the result will be more general and the policies considered are just required
to be optimal, without the requirement that they solve the ACOE for every x ∈ X. This is not
vacuous, as the following example shows.
EXAMPLE 2. ConsiderX = [−1, 1] and U = {0, 1, 2}.
Let the kernels be given in the following form for n ≥ 1:
Tn(·|x, u) =
(
1
2
δ 1
n
(·) +
1
2
δ− 1
n
(·)
)
1{x≥ 1
n
}
+
(
1
2
δ 1
n
(·) +
1
2
δ− 1
n
(·)
)
1{x≤− 1
n
}
+
(
1
3
δ 1
n
(·) +
1
3
δ− 1
n
(·) +
1
3
δ0(·)
)
1{− 1
n
<x< 1
n
}
T (·|x, u) =δ0(·).
The cost function is given by:
c(x, u) =
{
(x)1x≥0 + 01x<0 if u = 0, 1
3 if u = 2.
One can show that this setup satisfies Assumption 2 A, B, C andD.
With this setup, one (among many others) optimal policy for Tn when the initial state is
x = −1 is given by;
γ∗n(x) =


1 if x ≤ − 1
n
0 if x ≥ 1
n
2 otherwise.
When the initial state is −1, the cost under this policy is
J∞(Tn, γ
∗
n) = lim
N→∞
1
N
N
1
2
1
n
=
1
2n
→ 0.
Therefore the policy γ∗n is indeed optimal for Tn for large n. An optimal policy for T is given
by γ∗(x) = 1. Thus, the average cost values can be calculated as:
J∞(T , γ
∗
n) = lim
N→∞
N−1∑
t=0
E[c(Xt, γ
∗
n(Xt))]
= lim
N→∞
N−1∑
t=1
c(0, γ∗n(0)) = lim
N→∞
N−1∑
t=1
3 = 3
J∞(T , γ
∗) =0.
Hence, we have that
lim
n→∞
J∞(T , γ
∗
n) = 3 6= J∞(T , γ
∗) = 0.
Notice that for this example, γ∗n would not have been be optimal for Tn if the initial state were
between −1/n and 1/n and, in particular, it does not satisfy the ACOE.
THEOREM 8. We have that |J∞(T , γ
∗
n)−J
∗
∞(T )| → 0 for any stationary optimal policy
γ∗n for Tn
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c1. under Assumption 2 A, B, C′ and D′ if Tn(·|x, un) → T (·|x, u) in total variation
for any un → u for every fixed x.
Proof. Proof. We write:
|J∞(T , γ
∗
n)− J
∗
∞(T )|
≤ |J∗∞(Tn)− J
∗
∞(T )|+ |J∞(T , γ
∗
n)− J
∗
∞(Tn)|
the first term goes to by Theorem 4. For the second term we write
|J∞(T , γ
∗
n)− J
∗
∞(Tn)|
≤
∣∣∣∣J∞(T , γ∗n)− Jt(Tn, γ∗n)t
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣Jt(Tn, γ∗n)t − Jt(T , γ
∗
n)
t
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣Jt(T , γ∗n)t − J∞(T , γ∗n)
∣∣∣∣ .
The first and the last terms above again can be made arbitrarily small by choosing t large
enough uniformly over n using Lemma 1. For the second term we use [17, Section A.2]
where it is shown that under the stated assumptions
sup
γ∈Γ
|Jt(Tn, γ)− Jt(T , γ)| → 0.
Hence the proof is complete.
4.4. Comparison with the conditions reported in the literature. In the most relevant
contribution (to our knowledge), [12], the following problem is considered: Suppose we have
an approximatingmodel for the true kernel T , so that, every time step t, an estimate is updated
to Tt and an optimal stationary policy is found with
J∗∞(Tt) = inf
γ∈Γ
lim sup
N→∞
1
N
N−1∑
i=0
ETt
[
c(Xi, γ(Xi))
]
,
where ETt denotes the expectation with transition kernel Tt. Let γ
∗
t be the optimal policy for
the kernel Tt. It is shown that ([12, Theorem 5.7]) if condition f of Theorem 2 holds for T ,
Tn and if supx,u ‖Tt(·|x, u)− T (·|x, u)‖TV → 0, the following hold:
(i) J∞(Tt, γ
∗
t )→ J∞(T , γ
∗) as t→∞,
(ii) J∞(T , γ
∗
t ) = J∞(T , γ
∗).
Notice that the first item (i) is the continuity problem we study in this paper (Problem 1).
Therefore, it can also be shown to hold true with Theorem 4, which can be proven with
sup
u
‖Tt(·|x, u)− T (·|x, u)‖TV → 0
for fixed x. Theorem 4 also states that we can even weaken the total variation convergence of
kernels to weak convergence so that it suffices to have Tt(·|xt, ut) → T (·|x, u) weakly for
any (xt, ut)→ (x, u).
For the second item (ii), policies γ∗t (since they are not time-invariant) are not stationary
for the model T , however it is shown in [12] that using γ∗t at time step t, the cost
lim sup
N→∞
1
N
N−1∑
t=0
ET
[
c(Xt, γ
∗
t (Xt))
]
is equal to the optimal cost for the true model. To prove this result [12] uses ACOE and thus
is able to use an optimality equation argument to show the convergence of policies.
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The following simple example shows that the total variation convergence of the transition
kernels can be too much to ask for deterministic problems. Thus, the relaxation to weak
convergence of transition kernels is significant.
EXAMPLE 3. Assume that x0 = 0 and the transition kernels are given by
T (·|x) = δ0(·), Tn(·|x) = δ 1
n
(·).
The cost function is given as
c(x) =
{
|x| if |x| ≤ 1,
1 if |x| > 1.
Notice that ‖Tn(·|x) − T (·|x)‖TV = 2 for all n, however, Tn(·|xn) → T (·|x) weakly
for any xn → x. Furthermore, J
∗
∞(Tn)→ J
∗
∞(T ).
Hence, although the transition kernels do not converge to each other in total variation,
continuity still holds.
5. Continuity and Robustness under Convergence of Transition Kernels Without
Uniform Ergodicity. In this section we show that if the family of optimal policies forms
an equicontinuous and stationary family we can guarantee continuity and robustness without
requiring a uniform ergodicity over policies and initial points. The equicontinuity assumption
is admittedly an artificial assumption.
Before the main result, we present a supporting lemma from [19, Theorem 3.5] and [27,
Theorem 3.5].
LEMMA 3. Suppose {µn}n ⊂ P(X), where X is a Polish space, converges weakly
to some µ ∈ P(X). For a bounded real valued sequence of functions {fn}n such that
‖fn‖∞ < C for all n > 0 with C < ∞, if limn→∞ fn(xn) = f(x) for all xn → x, i.e. fn
continuously converges to f , then limn→∞
∫
X
fn(x)µn(dx) =
∫
X
f(x)µ(dx).
The following result shows that if we restrict the family of policies to an equicontinuous
and stationary family we can guarantee continuity and robustness. For the result we do not
require a uniform ergodicity assumption as in Assumption 1.
ASSUMPTION 3.
(i) For any stationary policy γ, Tn and T lead to positive Harris recurrent chains and
in particular admit unique invariant measures πγn and π
γ .
(ii) {πγn}γ,n and {π
γ}γ are tight.
(iii) Family of optimal policies {γ∗n}n for Tn, is an equicontinuous family of functions
and the optimal policy γ∗ for T is continuous.
REMARK 3. Note that Assumption 3 (iii) holds ifX is compact.
THEOREM 9. Suppose that Assumption 3 and Assumption 2 B, C, D (for Tn and T )
hold. Then we have that J∗∞(Tn)→ J
∗(T ) and J∞(T , γ
∗
n)→ J
∗
∞(T ).
Proof. Proof. We now use the following bounds. Let γ∗n be optimal for Tn and γ
∗ be
optimal for T . Then,
|J∞(Tn, γ
∗
n)− J∞(T , γ
∗)
∣∣
≤ max
(
J∞(Tn, γ
∗)− J∞(T , γ
∗), J∞(T , γ
∗
n)− J∞(Tn, γ
∗
n)
)
,
|J∞(T , γ
∗
n)− J
∗
∞(T )|
≤ |J∞(T , γ
∗)− J∞(Tn, γ
∗)|+ |J∞(Tn, γ
∗
n)− J∞(T , γ
∗
n)|. (5.1)
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Hence, it suffices to show that∣∣J∞(Tn, γ∗)− J∞(T , γ∗)∣∣→ 0,∣∣J∞(T , γ∗n)− J∞(Tn, γ∗n)∣∣→ 0.
First notice that for any policy γ, J∞(Tn, γ) =
∫
c(x)πγn(dx) and J∞(T , γ) =
∫
c(x)πγ(dx)
for all initial states x0 ∈ X as the chains are positive Harris recurrent. Thus, we only need to
show that ρ(πγ
∗
n , π
γ∗) → 0 and ρ(πγ
∗
n , π
γ∗n
n ) weakly since c ∈ Cb(X), where ρ metrizes the
topology of weak convergence.
For a fixed policy γ∗, since γ∗ belongs to an equicontinuous family, we have that
Tn(·|xn, γ
∗(xn)) → T (·|x, γ
∗(x)) for any xn → x and T (·|x, γ
∗(x)) is weakly continu-
ous in x. Since πγ
∗
n is a tight family, there exists a subsequence π
γ∗
nk
such that πγ
∗
nk
→ π∗
weakly for some π∗ ∈ P(X). As πγ
∗
nk
is the invariant measure for Tnk we have that for any
f ∈ Cb(X) ∫
f(x1)Tnk(dx1|x0, γ
∗(x0))π
γ∗
nk
(dx0) =
∫
f(x0)π
γ∗
nk
(dx0)
using the assumption that Tnk(·|xnk , γ
∗(xnk)) → T (·|x, γ
∗(x)) weakly for any xnk → x
and that πγ
∗
nk
→ π∗ by taking the limit k →∞, Lemma 3 gives us∫
f(x1)T (dx1|x0, γ
∗(x0))π
∗(dx0) =
∫
f(x0)π
∗(dx0).
Since T has a unique invariant measure we can conclude that π∗ = πγ
∗
.
So far we have proved that any converging subsequence of πγ
∗
n converges weakly to π
γ∗ .
Now suppose that πγ
∗
n does not converge to π
γ∗ . Then, there exists an ǫ > 0 and a further
subsequence πγ
∗
nk
such that ρ(πγ
∗
nk
, πγ
∗
) > ǫ for all k. But because of the tightness assumption
there exists a further subsequence πγ
∗
nkl
which converges and using the same arguments above
it converges to πγ
∗
which leads us to a contradiction and completes the proof.
For the sequence of policies γ∗n, using the equicontinuity assumption with Arzela`-Ascoli
theorem ([5]), there exists a subsequence γ∗nk converging uniformly to some γ ∈ Γ. There-
fore, Tnk(·|xnk , γ
∗
nk
(xnk ))→ T (·|x, γ(x)) and T (·|xnk , γ
∗
nk
(xnk ))→ T (·|x, γ(x)) for any
xnk → x. Hence, using the same steps above, we can show that π
γ∗nk
nk → π
γ and πγ
∗
nk → πγ
weakly. This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 1. If X is a finite space, U is compact, T (x, u) is weakly continuous in
u: c(x, u) is continuous in u and under every stationary policy state process {xt} is positive
Harris recurrent then we have that J∗∞(Tn)→ J
∗(T ) and J∞(T , γ
∗
n)→ J
∗
∞(T ).
EXAMPLE 4. Suppose a controlled model is given by the dynamics
xt+1 = Axt +But + wt
where wt is a i.i.d. Gaussian noise process. Assume that A and B are unknown by the
controller. However, the controller can estimateA andB in a consistent way so thatAn → A
and Bn → B. Then, it can be shown that for the corresponding transition kernels we have
Tn(·|xn, un) → T (·|x, u) weakly for any xn → x and un → u. If further we have that the
step-wise cost function is in the form c(x, u) = xTQx+ uTRu, then the optimal policies are
linear and also equicontinuous if the model is controllable. Furthermore, since the noise is
Gaussian, the chain is Lebesgue irreducible and thus there exists a unique invariant measure
and it can be reached from any initial point. Hence, the assumptions of Theorem 9 are
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satisfied and the continuity and robustness can be established for this example. In other
words; the optimal cost for the estimates An and Bn, J
∗
∞(Tn), converges to optimal cost for
A and B, J∗∞(T ). Also, if we apply the optimal policies γ
∗
n designed for An and Bn, to the
true model (A, B) we get J∞(T , γ
∗
n)→ J
∗
∞(T ).
6. Online Learning and Empirical Consistency.
6.1. Adaptive Learning. Suppose we adaptively learn the transition kernel so that at
time n we have an estimated kernel Tn, and accordingly apply an optimal policy for some
time period after n based on our improvedmodel. In the following, we will build on Theorem
6, Theorem 7 or Theorem 8 to arrive at robustness (and asymptotic consistency) of such an
adaptive policy.
Let T1, T2, · · · be a sequence of increasing integers that satisfy
lim
k→∞
∑k
l=1 Tl
Tk
= 1. (6.1)
Suppose that we apply the control policy γnk , which is optimal for Tnk with nk =∑k
l=1 Tl, from nk until nk+1. Notice that the length of the time intervals we update the
policy grows to ∞ with this setup. Call this adaptive policy γ˜. Since the cost is bounded
and the rate of convergence to the invariant measure is uniform over policies and over initial
states x ∈ X under the aforementioned conditions of ergodicity in Theorem 2, we have that
J∞(T , γ˜, x)
= lim
T→∞
∑T−1
t=0 Ex[c(xt, γ˜t(xt))]
T
= lim
k→∞
∑nk+1
t=nk
Ex[c(xt, γnk(xt))]
nk+1
= lim
k→∞
J∞(T , γnk , x).
In the above, the last two steps follow from the fact that nk+1 − nk →∞ and nk+1 →∞ at
the same rate by (6.1) and that γnk is optimal from time nk to nk+1.
And by the results we have established, if Tnk → T under any of the senses established
by Theorem 6, Theorem 7 or Theorem 8, we will have a very strong form of robustness: the
cost to due an incorrect initial modeling error will be zero.
We will consider a particularly important setting in the following.
6.2. Empirical Consistency and Data-Driven Learning. For unknown probability
measures, a common practice is to learn them via test inputs or empirical observations. Let
{(Xi), i ∈ N} be an X-valued i.i.d random variable sequence generated according to some
distribution µ.
Defining for every (fixed) Borel B ⊂ X, and n ∈ N, the empirical occupation measures
µn(B) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
1{Xi∈B},
one has µn(B) → µ(B) almost surely (a.s.) by the strong law of large numbers. Also,
µn → µ weakly with probability one ([5], Theorem 11.4.1).
However, µn can not converge to µ in total variation, in general. On the other hand, if
we know that µ admits a density, we can find estimators to estimate µ under total variation
[3].
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As discussed above, the empirical averages converge almost surely. By a similar reason-
ing, for a given bounded measurable function f ,
∫
µn(dx)f(x) converges to
∫
µ(dx)f(x).
This then also holds for any countable collection of functions, f1, f2, · · · . A relevant ques-
tion is the following: Can one ensure uniform convergence (over a family of functions) with
arbitrary precision by only guaranteeing convergence for a finite or countably infinite collec-
tion of functions? This entails the problem of covering a family of functions with arbitrarily
small neighborhoods of finitely many functions under an appropriate distance metric. The
answer to this question is studied by the theory of empirical risk minimization: In the learn-
ing theoretic context when one tries to estimate the source distribution, the convergence of
optimal costs under µn to the cost optimal for µ is called the consistency of empirical risk
minimization [31].
In particular, if the following uniform convergence holds,
lim
n→∞
sup
f∈F
∣∣∣∣
∫
f(x)µn(dx) −
∫
f(x)µ(dx)
∣∣∣∣ = 0, (6.2)
for a class of measurable functionsF , then F is called a µ-Glivenko-Cantelli class [6]. If the
class F is µ-Glivenko-Cantelli for every µ, it is called a universal Glivenko-Cantelli class.
One example of a universal Glivenko-Cantelli family of real functions on RN is the family
{f : ‖f‖BL ≤M} for some 0 < M <∞, where ‖f‖BL = ‖f‖∞+supx1 6=x2
|f(x1)−f(x2)|
|x1−x2|
( [6]). For related characterizations and further examples, see [24, 30, 4].
For our analysis, we will mainly make use of the fact that the empirical occupation
measures µn converge weakly almost surely to the true underlying measure µ.
The above discussion is for the i.i.d. observations and for fixed probability measures. In
the case of unknown dynamics or unknown transition models, for every different (x, u) ∈ X×
U pair, T (·|x, u) is a different probability measure, and hence there are possibly uncountably
many unknown probability measures. Thus, in this section we focus on some special settings.
Let T (·|x, u) be a transition kernel given previous state and action variables x ∈ X, u ∈
U, which is unknown to the decision maker (DM). Suppose the DM builds a model for the
transition kernels, Tn(·|x, u), for all possible x ∈ X, u ∈ U by collecting training data
{xt, ut, t ≤ n} from the evolving system.
The question we are interested in is that, do we have that the cost calculated under Tn
converges to the true cost (i.e., do we have that the cost obtained from applying the optimal
policy for the empirical model converges to the true cost as the training length increases)?
In the following, we provide two setups where the answer is positive.
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the example in Section 2.2(vi): Let a controlled model be given
as
xt+1 = F (xt, ut, wt),
where {wt} is an i.i.d. noise process. Suppose that F (x, u, ·) : W → X is invertible for all
fixed (x, u) and F (x, u, w) is continuous and bounded on X × U ×W. If we construct the
empirical measures for the noise process wt such that for every (fixed) Borel B ⊂ W, and
for every n ∈ N, the empirical occupation measures are
µn(B) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
1{F−1xi−1,ui−1 (xi)∈B}
where F−1xi−1,ui−1(xi) denotes the inverse of F (xi−1, ui−1, w) : W → X for given
(xi−1, ui−1). Using the noise measurements, we construct the empirical transition kernel
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estimates for any (x0, u0) and Borel B as
Tn(B|x0, u0) = µn(F
−1
x0,u0
(B)).
By the analysis in Section 2.2(vi), we have that Tn(·|xn, un) → T (·|x, u) weakly for any
(xn, un)→ (x, u) almost surely.
Furthermore, additionally let F (xt, ut, wt) = G(xt, ut) + wt where (in addition to the
assumed regularity conditions on F ) we also have that G has a bounded range and that
wt has a density which is positive everywhere. Then, by [20, Example 2.2] it follows that
Theorem 2(h) holds. This ensures that under any stationary policy xt is positive Harris
recurrent and also geometrically ergodic. In this case, we conclude that under empirical
learning, by Theorem 6, the loss due to an incorrect initial modeling error is zero.
EXAMPLE 6. Suppose we are given the following dynamics for finite state space,X, and
finite action space, U,
xt+1 = f(xt, ut, wt)
where {wt} is an i.i.d.noise process and the noise model is unknown. Suppose again that there
is an initial training period so that under some policy, every x, u pair is visited infinitely often
if training were to continue indefinitely, but that the training ends at some finite time. Let us
assume that, through this training, we empirically learn the transition dynamics such that for
every (fixed) Borel B ⊂ X, for every x ∈ X, u ∈ U and n ∈ N, the empirical occupation
measures are
Tn(B|x0 = x, u0 = u) =
∑n
i=1 1{Xi∈B,Xi−1=x,Ui−1=u}∑n
i=1 1{Xi−1=x,Ui−1=u}
.
Then we have that J∗β(Tn) → J
∗
β(T ) and Jβ(T , γ
∗
n) → J
∗
β(T ), where γ
∗
n is the optimal
policy designed for Tn.
We have that by [17, Corollary 5.1], Tn(·|x, u) → T (·|x, u) weakly for every x ∈ X,
u ∈ U almost surely by law of large numbers. Since the spaces are finite, we also have
Tn(·|x, u)→ T (·|x, u) under total variation.
Suppose further that we have T (·|x, u) > 0 for every x, u. Then, for large enough n,
we will have uniform ergodicity by Theorem 2. As a result Theorem 8 will apply and we will
have consistency under empirical learning.
7. Conclusion. We studied regularity properties of optimal cost for the average infinite
horizon setups on the space of transition kernels, and applications to robustness of optimal
control policies designed for an incorrect model applied to an actual system. We made the
observation that sufficient conditions presented for infinite horizon discounted optimal cost
functions are usually not enough for average cost problems and we need further conditions un-
der weak convergence of transition kernels. We also saw that with some ergodicity properties
on the controlledMarkov models, total variation convergence of transition kernels guarantees
continuity and robustness. We applied our results to adaptive control and data-driven learning
and established empirical consistency results.
Appendix A. Proof of Equation (4.5). We first write
v∗n(xn)− v
∗(x)
=
(
v∗n(xn)− v
t
n(xn)
)
+
(
vtn(xn)− v
t(x)
)
+
(
vt(x)− v∗(x)
)
where vtn and v
t are the results of operator (4.1) applied to the 0-function, t times for kernels
the Tn and T . Notice that v
t
n and v
t are the value functions for t-step cost problem and by
the assumptions ([17, Theorem 4.4]) we have that |vtn(xn)− v
t(x)| → 0 for every fixed t.
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For the first and the last terms, we use the fact that the operator (4.1) is a contraction under
Assumption 2 for span semi-norm and hence both terms go to some constants as t → ∞
uniformly for all n, that is v∗n(xn) − v
t
n(xn) → c1 and v
t(x) − v∗(x) → c2 for some
|c1|, |c2| <∞. Thus, we have that limn→∞
(
v∗n(xn)− v
∗(x)
)
= c for some c <∞.
Appendix B. Proof of Equation (4.7). We first define the following operator Tˆn,z for
some fixed z ∈ X by
Tˆn,zv(x) := Tˆnv(x) − Tˆnv(z)
where Tˆn is as in (4.6). We write
vˆ∗n(xn)− v
∗(x) =
(
vˆ∗n(xn)− Tˆ
k
n,zv
∗(xn)
)
+
(
Tˆ kn,zv
∗(xn)− v
∗(x)
)
where Tˆ kn,z is the operator Tˆn,z applied k consecutive times. We note that Tˆn,z is also a
contraction under the span semi-norm. Hence, the first term converges to some cˆ1 as k →∞
uniformly for all n since Tˆn,z is a contraction uniformly for all n under the span seminorm
and its fixed point is vˆ∗n.
For the second term, we wish to show that
(
Tˆ kn,zv
∗(xn)− v
∗(x)
)
→ −v∗(z) as n→∞
for every fixed k <∞ for all xn → x.
We prove this by induction. For k = 1, we have
Tˆn,zv
∗(xn) =c(xn, γ
∗
n(xn)) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|xn, γ
∗
n(xn))
−
(
c(z, γ∗n(z)) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|z, γ∗n(z))
)
.
Now assume that |Tˆnk,zv
∗(xnk ) − v
∗(x) + v∗(z)| > ǫ for some ǫ > 0 for every k along
some subsequence nk. We know that there exists a further subsequence, say nkl along which
γ∗nkl
(xnkl ) → u
∗ and γ∗nkl
(z) → u∗∗ for some u∗, u∗∗ ∈ U where u∗ is an optimal action
for the state x for the kernel T and u∗∗ is optimal for z. If we take the limit along this
subsequence, i.e.
lim
l→∞
Tˆnkl ,zv
∗(xnkl )
= lim
l→∞
(
c(xnkl , γ
∗
nkl
(xnkl )) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|xnkl , γ
∗
nkl
(xnkl ))
)
− lim
l→∞
(
c(z, γ∗nkl
(z)) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|z, γ∗nkl
(z))
)
= c(x, u∗) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|x, u∗)
−
(
c(z, u∗∗) +
∫
v∗(y)T (dy|z, u∗∗)
)
= v∗(x) + j∗ − v∗(z)− j∗ = v∗(x)− v∗(z).
Hence we reach a contradiction and it must be that Tˆn,zv
∗(xn) − v
∗(x) → −v∗(z). Now
assume that the claim holds for k that is
(
Tˆ kn,zv
∗(xn)− v
∗(x)
)
→ −v∗(z).
Tˆ k+1n,z v
∗(xn) = c(xn, γ
∗
n(xn)) +
∫
Tˆ kn,zv
∗(y)T (dy|xn, γ
∗
n(xn))
−
(
c(z, γ∗n(z)) +
∫
Tˆ kn,zv
∗(y)T (dy|z, γ∗n(z))
)
.
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If we take a subsequence, indexed by say m, along which γ∗m(xm) → u
∗ and γ∗m(z) → u
∗∗
where u∗ is an optimal action for x and u∗∗ is optimal for z, then by taking the limit along
this subsequence we get
lim
m→∞
Tˆ k+1m v
∗(xm)
= lim
m→∞
c(xm, γ
∗
m(xm)) +
∫
Tˆ kmv
∗(y)T (dy|xm, γ
∗
m(xm))
− lim
m→∞
c(z, γ∗m(z)) +
∫
Tˆ kmv
∗(y)T (dy|zm, γ
∗
m(z))
= c(x, u∗) +
∫ (
v∗(y)− v∗(z)
)
T (dy|x, u∗)
−
(
c(z, u∗∗) +
∫ (
v∗(y)− v∗(z)
)
T (dy|z, u∗∗)
)
= v∗(x)− v∗(z).
Hence, a similar contradiction argument, we used for the case k = 1 yields that(
Tˆ kn,zv
∗(xn)− v
∗(x)
)
→ −v∗(z) as n→∞ for every fixed k <∞ for all xn → x.
Thus, we have that
vˆ∗n(xn)− v
∗(x) =
(
vˆ∗n(xn)− Tˆ
k
n,zv
∗(xn)
)
+
(
Tˆ kn,zv
∗(xn)− v
∗(x)
)
→ cˆ1 − v
∗(z) := cˆ.
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